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Introduction 
The need to conceive of poverty in 'developed economies 
as being relative rather than absolute in nature - with the 
minimum acceptable income and standard of 
between different societies and over time 
Within this general framework, 
living varying 
is now widely 
the choice of a ac::c:epted. 
specific:: poverty line for a particular society at a 
particular date is fraught with difficulty. A number of 
different approaches ta deriving such poverty lines have been 
developed and were reviewed in the second Working Paper in 
.our- s0:H-ies 11 Concepts of Pover-ty and thE1 F'ovr~rty Line 11 (Cc.-\llan 
and Nol an, 19El7) • 
As discussed in that paper, a major objective of the 
analysis of the survey data currently being gathered in the 
ESRI project on poverty, income distribution and the usage cf 
State services will be to apply a number of these approaches. 
Nclt only will this provide a great deal of new i nf or·mat ion 
it wi 11 
also allow us to e:<plore the relationship between poverty 
·lir1es derived from the differ·ent approact1es when applied to a 
which has not previously been possible. It 
must be acknowladgad, however, that lJnanimity about the 
precise location cf 'the' poverty line is unlikely to be 
achievable: indeed, as recently emphasised by Foster and 
( 1987a), even given agreement on a particular 
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conceptual approach 11 a feature common to ~11 propbsed methods 
is a significant degree of arbitraririess in th~ value 
assigned to the poveffty standard" (p, l.). The recognition of 
these difficulties has led ta the exploration by Atkinson 
(see 1987a, for exampla) and Foster and Shorrocks (1987a, b) 
of the possibilities for at least partial ranking of 
different distributions as having 'more' or 'less' pove;rty, 
even when the poverty line is allowed to vary over a certain 
range. 
In this general context, one relatively straightforward 
method of comparing poverty in two distributions which may be 
applied when only data about incomes (and not al1out 
lifestyles, living conditions, or views about adequacy) are 
availabl~ and may yet be quite reveal in~ is the use of purely 
relative poverty lines. Such ielative poverty lines take as 
their basis average disposable income in each distribution, 
for •><ample, and arbitrarily set, say, 50 per cent of that 
fi.gu,-e ,.,s the pover·ty 1 ine for each, If a nctmb<fff of different 
lines is used - say 40 per cent, 50 per cent and 60 per cent 
then not only can the sensitivity of the measured poverty 
in each to shifting the poverty line b~ assessed, but we CiAn 
also see whether one distribution consistently has more 
poverty than the other, no matter which of the lines is used, 
This may then allow a much more con~ident ranking of the two 
distributions to be made, which is not dependant on a 
particular level for the poverty line. 
Purely relative poverty lines per se may find soma basis 
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in those conc:c,ptw1l approaKh&;s to def\ning pc:iver·ty which 
emphasise the need for a minimum level of income relafive to 
the rest of society in order ta make possible participation 
in the customary activities of that society. The selection of 
a particular relative poverty line is still subject to all 
the cU.f·ficul.tie1;:; and thr~ dt~_gt-ef~ of arbitr·c:·H-iness alrec:,dy 
though. The application of a number of different 
lines in t~1e present paper is tt,erefore intended to show what 
conclusions can be reached when the poverty line is 
allowad to vary over a range, rather than justifying reliance 
on purely relative poverty line~. 
A major advantage of purely relative lines compared, for 
with 'official' pover·ty lines, based usually on example, 
social security rates, is that when used for internationc,l 
comparisons, they give transparent, easily interpreted 
results. When a comparison is made between two countries 
using 'official' poverty lines, the fact that country A has 
10 per cent poor while country B has only 5 per cent, may 
reflect merely the fact that social security rates are much 
high,;,,- i.n A. This problem is avoided if purely relative 
poverty lines are used: to say that country A has 10 per cent 
with incomes of less ttian half its national average whereas 
country B has only 5 per cent below half its own national 
average, 
countr-ies. 
does tell us aamething useful about the two 
For this reason, purely relative poverty lines have been 
used in sever-al studies.involving international comparisons 
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<DECO 1976, Beckarman 19791, and by tha ~EC in attempting to 
bring together information on poverty in the variDLAS 
Community countries. It is as part of an updated EEC-wide 
exercise that the estimates for Ireland for 1973 and 1980 
reported in the present paper were constructed. While t~1e 
comparisori of these Irish figures with thos~ for the other 
cot1ntries, to be presented by the EEC, will be of great 
i~terest, the exercise also provides ~ome insights into tt,e 
nature of such p~verty lines and the extent and composition 
of low ir1come households in Ireland in the two years in 
question, whic~1 we focus on here. 
Related to the absance of a commonly accepted method for 
specifying 
household, 
'tha' poverty line for a particular typ• of 
is the lack of consensus on the adjustments to be 
made to take differences in family/household composition into 
account. A wide range of adult equivalence scales may be put 
forward for this purpose, derived from a variety of 
conceptual approaches. The precise scale used may play a 
significant role in comparisons of the extent of poverty at 
different points in time or between two countries. Again, 
Atkinsor1 (1987a, b) has argued in favour of taking explicit 
ac:cour1t of the existence of different judgements about the 
needs of different families, focusing on conditions where 
definite statements about poverty in two distr·ibutions can 
still be made even in these circumstances. Here, some 
indication of the sensitivity of the results to the 
equivalence scale used will be provided by the use of three 
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quite different sets of ·scales. Th~ extent to which 
unambiguous rankings of distributions can be made covering 
all thr·ee scales is then of.considerable interest, as are the 
differences in the extent of measured pover·ty from ons scale 
to another. 
The actual poverty lines used and the way they were 
applied to Irish data are described in the next section. 
Section 3 then presents the results of the analysis of the 
1980 HBS data. SeFtion 4 looks at the 1973 data and the major 
differences revealed between the two years. Section 4 brings 
together the conclusions. 
2. The Construction of Relati~1 e Poverty li1)es for 
1980. 
1973 and 
1973 and 1980 are used because national 
Household Budget Surveys were carried out in those years by 
the CSO. Most studies estimating the extent of poverty in 
Ireland are also based on this HBS data, and their results -
surveyed in our Working Paper 1 (Nol•n, 1987) may be 
compared with those produced by purely relative poverty 
lines. 
A variety of poverty lines were set cut by the EEC and 
applied to the Irish data. First, the (necessarily arbitrary) 
proportions of average income, namely 40 per cent, 50 per 
cent, and 60 per cent were specified. Second, tt,ree different 
sets of equivaler1ce scales to adjust for differences in 
household size and composition were specified. Third, a 
number of different methods of calculating average income 
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were set out. This means that, thoug~ • wide range of 
estimates of ·the numbers 'in poverty' rather than a single 
estimate are produced, the application of different 
approaches highlights a number of int~resting features. 
Disposable household income is the basis for all the 
calculations, and the information used all comes from the HBS 
samples rather than from any external source. 1 The average 
disposable income on which the poverty lines are based is not 
the average per hous~hold or per capita but per adult 
equivalent unit. The thr·ee adult equivalence scales used are: 
Scale A: 1 for the household head, 0.7 for ea~h other 
individual in the household. 
Scale 8: 1 for the household head, 0.5 for each other 
individual in the household. 
Scale C: 1 for the hoLJsehold head, 0.7 for each other 
adult, 0.5 for each child. 
Since the av~rage equivalent dispc)sable income in the sample 
will vary depending on the equivalence· scale used, this means 
that three different averages are calculated. For each, there 
are then three poverty lines: 
40 per cent of average equivalent income, tern1ed Pl. 
50 per cent of average equivalent income, termed P2. 
60 per cent of average equivaler,t income, ter·med P3. 
So• total of nine different relative poverty lines is to be 
calculated. 
Ideally, micro-data on individuals in the sample would 
be used to calculate an equivalent income fbr each household, 
the average for the sample, and the poverty lines, using each 
of the three sets of equivaience scales in turn. The actual 
eQuivalent income of each household could then be compared 
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wi. th the, povcerty 1 i. ne,, ,,,nd tha nLlmbers be}neath each derived, 
This was not possible in the time available, but.the CSO very 
kindly provided detailed tabulations from the HBS for each 
year showing the. distribution of households by disposable 
income category, separately for twelve different household 
composition types. 2 Quite narrow. income ranges were used, 
with 60 income classes for 1980 and 20 for 1973, so a high 
degree of accuracy was possible in interpolating to estimate 
the numbers under particular ir1come levels. The twelve 
household composition types and the composition of the sample 
across these types in each of t~e years is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1: Composition of 1973 and 1980 HBS samples by 
Household Type 
Household Category Z of Total in Sample 
1973 1980 
1 adult 14. 1 16.4 
~ ;_ c:ldul ts 20. 0 20.2 
2 adults and one child 4.8 6.2 
~ ;_ c:ldl.ll ts and two chilc:lnc•n 6.6 10.2 
2 adults and thr·c-?e children 5.0 7,4 
2 Eidults ancJ ·four or more,~ chi ldnon 7.5 6, 4-
7 adults vJi. thout eh i l cl nan 10. 1 7.2 
·-' 
.,. 
•J i:\dul t,,s; with c:hi ldr;cm 8, 1 7,0 
4 adults without eh i 1 dr·en 5.9 4, 1 
4 adul t~1 with chi lclr·en 6,4 4.3 
Other household~:) wi thoc,t eh i 1 clrs,n 3.6 3.3 
Other hoLlsehol ds with chilclren 8.0 7.3 
Given this detailed data by household composition type, 
average equivalent disposable income in the sample can be 
calculated as the weighted average of the category mean 
equivalent incomes: 
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::i£. W, <Y, /n, 0 ~-.) \ 
i 
= total disposable income of .the households in 
categor-y i , 
n, = number of households in category i, 
N = total number of households in sample, 
w. = n,/N 
and F1. = the equivalence factor for households of that 
c:ate,gor·y, 
The equivalence factors are straightforward for most 
household types,, where the composition is defined 
Ltnambiguously: for a 2-adult household, for eNample, the 
equivalence factor is 1.7 using scale A, 1.5 using scale B, 
and 1.7 LJsing scale C. For a 2-adult plus 2 child household, 
similarly, the factor is 3.1 using scale A, 2.5 using scale 
B, imnd 2. 7 using scale C. For the categories suc:h as 11 3 
adults; with chi ldram", "others without c:hi ldren", etc., where 
the exact composition is not defined by the category, the 
actual average composition of the households in that category 
(as ,shown i.n ,t:.h,~ published HBS reports) .is used to deri.ve the 
equivalence factor~ 
Tt,e mean equivalent disposable income for each household 
type category in 1980, using the three sets of equivalent:e 
sce\les, and the <weighted) average equivalent disposable 
income in the sample calculated from these, are shown in 
Table 2. The different equivalence scales clearly have a 
significant effect both on the relative incomes of the 
different household types and on the overall average, which 
wi 11 influence both the number and the composition of those 
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below the relative po~erty lines base~. on· that average. 
Cor1trasting the stales, 
members add less to needs than does scale A - 0.5 compared 
with 0.7 is addad to the aquivaJant factor so the 
E~qui val i::~nt i nc:omes o·f ial 1 ht)usehol eh-; with more than 1 adult 
are·higher·, and the overall average is therefore considerably 
hi ghes,r. Scale C distinguishes between the 'needs' a-f adults 
and children~, adding 0,7 for adults but 0.5 for children, so 
all adult-only households are treated in tt,e same way as 
scale A. Those with children, though, have lower equivalent 
factors and ther·efore higher equivalent incomes than scale A, 
but higher factor/lower income than B. Overall average income 
is therefore between those produced by A and B. 
Whila the different scales produce somewhat different 
average incomes across groups, which will ba vary useful in 
allowing us to assess the sensitivity of results to the 
sc:.i:1.l E·?S used, one important common feature may be noted in 
The larger household size types, in gener-al, have 
relatively low average equivalent ir,comes. 
w~iat scale is used, the first three categories have 
equivalent incoines above the overall. average, while the 
households with 2 adL1lts and 2, 3 or 4 or more children, .,.:, 
and 4 adults with children and 'others with children' afl 
have incomes below average. 
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Tabl€0 2: Average Equivalent Disposable ~ncome by Household 
type,, 198/1135 
1/ousehold t"ype Equivalence scale 
1 adLtl t 
2 c:"ldLllt.s 
2 adults 
2 adults 
2 adLllt~:; 
2 c:\cll.lltf:i 
] adults 
3 adults 
3 i-\dlllt'=? 
and 
and 
,i;:l,f'\ cl 
and 
with 
1 child 
~ 
"" 
childr,m 
3 c:hildran 
4 or more 
c:hi l. dnm 
4 adLtlts with children 
Others withoLlt children 
Others with children 
C: h. 
Weighted average in sample 
A B C 
45.01 45.01 45.01 
4.9. 46 54 .. 92 48.46 
42.80 51. 36 46.69 
36. 16 44.84 4.1. 52 
30. 2() 38.25 35. [~6 
22. l:>4 29. ::,3 27.87 
4,6. 86 56.23 46.86 
29.04 37.09 33. 04· 
51. 59 63.97 ~51 . 59 
29. 04, 37. 4.9 32.23 
50.75 64. 9:5 50.75 
32. 4,3 1.1·2. 28 35.36 
39.98 47.02 42. 16 
This will obvioLtsly have a major bearing on the 
composition of hoLtseholds 'in poverty' by the -elative 
poverty lines, as we will sr~e. It also leads to HI impor·tant 
potential source of error in spec. fying relative poverty 
lines whic:h is worth hi3!1lighting. If only d,,ta at an 
agg~egate level, on :~e total disposable income of the sample 
a11d the total numbers of hoLl5ehold heads, ott1er adults and 
inc:ome figLtre c:oLlld still be calc:Lllated. u~.sing ~;cale A, for 
example, this woLtld be 
~ 't_' ------
N + 0.7(M-N) 
where Y is the total disposable income in the sample, 
Mis the total number of persons, 
and N is the total nLtmber of hoLtseholds (and therefore 
hqusehold ~leads). 
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The overall average thus derived could ~hen be used as a 
basis for relative poverty lines, ancj the nLlnibers below these 
lines esti~ated from data on the distribution of ~lOliset,olds 
by equivalent income category or decile, Such an overall 
average might alternatively be calcula·ted from another 
source, such as personal disposable income in the National 
Accounts far instance, which is the approach adopted in a 
nuniber of studies. However, this proc~dure may significantly 
bias the overall pverags equivalent income, and this bias is 
likely to be in a downward direction, thus leading to an 
underestimate of the numbers in poverty wher1 relative pover~y 
lines are derived. 
The downward bias arises when, as is the case in both 
our H8S samples? 
equivalent incomes. 
the larger households have relatively low 
Appendix 1 explores this in more detail, 
but here it may be sufficient to illustrate how substantial 
the effect may be. Table 2 shows that the weighted average 
equivalent disposable inco,ne across categories in the 1980 
HBS sample, using scale A, was £40 per week. Calculating the 
overall average on the basis of total disposable income 
divided by t~,e total r1umber of 'equivalent units' in the 
sample produces a figure of only £36.7. Setting a poverty 
line of 50 per cent of the weighted average shows, as we will 
see, 17,6 per cent of households to be in poverty: using the 
lower biased figur·e, though, only 14 per cent of households 
are below ·the 50 per cent line. So the extent of error 
introduced by the use of the aggregate data c,r,l y is certainly 
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. 
significant. 
The corollary to this is that even tha weighted ~varage 
equivalent income in the sample may be biased i~-, Nithin the 
household category types which accommodate a number of 
household sizes, larger households have lower equivalent 
incomes than smaller households. Ideally, tha 'true' average 
equivalent income would be calculated from each individual 
household's equivalent income. Where this is not possible, 
the more household type categories which can be distinguished 
the better. With a twelve-group classification as available 
here, the extent of the bias should be very considerably 
reduced. 
The poverty lines used here, then, are 40 per cent, 50 
per cent and 60 per cent of the weighted average equivalent 
disposable income figures sh6wn in Table 2. The following 
section presents ·the results of applying these poverty lir,es 
to the 1980 HBS data. 
3. nRelati~re Poverty" in the 19~0 HBS 
3~1 Poverty Among Households 
Using the detailed 60-incoma category tabulations 
provided by the CSO for 1980 for each household type, the 
number of households under the different pover·ty lines can be 
estimated by interpolation. 4 Table 3 shows the percentage of 
households estimated to be under each of tt1e nine lines. 
While the different equivalence scales do produce somewhat 
different results, the general order of magnitude is that 
about 9-9 1 /2 per cent of households are under the 40 per cent 
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1 i nE?, 1 7-18 per· cent ,,,-1, e,nder- thee 50 ~\er· cent· l i. ne, and 
28-29 per cent are under the 60 psr cent line. While relative 
poverty lihes offer no basis on which to choose between 
these, they give a very useful indication of the extent to 
which households fall well below the average: 
also allow us to put other estimates of the percentage in 
poverty i.n an i.nte,n),;ti.nr;i per·spr,ctive. If we know th,,,t the 
p•rcentaga in poverty has bean estimated at 30 par- cent, for-
example (see FitzGerald, 1981), than a poverty line of about 
60 per- cent of aver-age income is being used, 
esti.mata of 12 per cent (sae Roche, 1984) is implicitly using 
a r-,,lative pov,?r-ty line o·f per-haps about 43 per- cent (see our-
Wm-king F'aperifm· a re,vi.ew of th,~s-.e anrJ other- stL,di.es). 
T,,bl•> 3: Relative Poverty Among Households in the 1980 HBS 
Z ·o·f hou;;·eho l d;; Relative Poverty Line• 
4C>'l. 50Y. 60'l. 
Equi val 1"Bnc1:~ s:.;c:al e 
A 9.7 17.6 28.8 
B 9.6 18.2 28.4 
C 8.8 16. 6 27. 8 
~Percentage of average equivalent disposable income in sample 
(from T,,ble 2) 
3.2 Composition of Poor Households 
With most of the previous esti matE:?S of the eNtE-,nt of 
pove,-t y bei n,, within the range produced by these relG.:..tive 
pover-ty lines, th,ey 
'"' l. 1 01, LlS to look .::,t the composition of 
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poverty lines and £:~qui val 0:.1r1ce seal es. T!':te use of Sc:<:il.l e C 
produc~s the lowest estimate of tha numbers of tiouseholds in 
poverty for each poverty line, while those for A and B are 
quite similar. Looking at the composition by household type, 
we can first. coinpare in·Tabl~ 4 the make-up of the households 
under the 50 per cent poverty line for each of the three 
equivalence scales. 
Comparing first scales A and B, we can see that although 
the overall percentage of households in poverty was similar, 
there are significant differen~es in composition. Scale A, 
making greater allowance for needs of additional household 
niembers and thus showing lower equivaler1t incomes for larger 
householdsi has a much lower percentage of 1-adult 
TabJ.e 4: Composition of HouseHolds in the 1980 HBS under 50 
per cent Poverty Line 
X of Poor Households Equivalence Scale 
Household Type A B C 
1 adult 15.8 28.9 21. 4 
2 adults 11. 7 12.8 14.9 
~ 
.,_ adults .and l. child 2.6 " ~ ~~ .• ... J 2.7 
2 adults and " chi 1 d.-c,n 8. 1 6.8 7.2 
"' 
2 (;:\dult$!3 C:\nc.1 "':I' c:hi.J. dren 9.8 7 ~- 7. J. ,.:, • ;;;J 
2 adults and 4 pr more C: h. 17.5 14. 1 12.9 
3 adults 4.7 4.3 5.8 
3 adults with children 12.0 8.9 10.0 
4 adul t':-1 1. 4. l .. 2 l..6 
4 adLll ta with c:hilclren 6.5 5. () 6. 1 
Ot h E?t'" s without children 1. 4. 1. 0 1. 7 
Others with c:hilclren 8.6 7.0 8.6 
Total 1 ()() 100 1 ()() 
------------------------.------------------------------------
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households, a slightly smaller 6ne for 2 ~dLalts, and a higher 
percentage of all the other categories an1ong its 
totalpoor than has scale B. Scale C, on the other· hand, 
assumes the same scale for adults as~ but for children uses 
the lower B addition. This leads to a relatively high 
proportion of large adult-only households among the poor, 
while large households witt1 children are more important than 
for 8 but less than A, as are 1--adult households. The pattern 
across equi~alence scales produced by the 40 per and 60 per 
cent poverty lines also reflected these differences. 
Mclst commonly used scales wciuld follow C in making a 
smaller allowance for additional children than adults. The 
equivalence scales used in Irish studies have mostly been 
derived from social security rates, and t1ave in fact been 
quite closa to the 0.7 allowance for additional adults used 
in scale C. As far as children are concerned, t~,e allowanc:e 
has generally been less generous than the extra 0.5 used in 
scale C (see Nolan, 1987, Table p.20). This reflects the 
relatively low child additions in Unemployment Benefit and 
Uriemployment Assistance/Supplementary Welfare Allowance 
schemes, which provide an extra .25-.30 approximately. When 
Child Benefit is also taken into account in calculating the 
implicit equivalence scales, as Roche (1984)·cjoes, this rises 
to .3-.4, though, bringing it closer to scale c.~. 
Equivalence scales used elsewhere also tend to be more 
generous to children, with the Royal Commission on the 
Distribution of Income and Wealth in the UK, for example, 
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.. 
using additions o·f 0.44 per c:hi.ld. 6 Se> :s{:ale C m1:':\y be t~:1.ken 
differences in household size and composition. (The other two 
s,,ts of scales are also useful in that they indicate the 
difference made by adjusting only for household size without 
distinguishing between adults and children which m,,y 
sometimes be all that is possible with the data available). 
While showing some interesting differences between the 
results produced by differ·ent equivalence scales, Table 4 
also reveals important common features. Compared with their 
proportions in the overall sample - shown in Table 1 
cel"'tai n household types; consistently over- or 
under-represented among tt1e poor, using the 50 per cent 
povs,r't y line. Large houset,olds with children consistently 
form a higher proportion of the poor than of all households, 
no matter which equival~nce scale is used. 7 Two adult 
households with 2 children or consi stt:ntl y 
under-r·epresented among the poor, by contrast, 
households without children. One-adult households form a 
relatively high proportion of the poor tAsing scales B or C 
but not A. 
While this is true of the 50 per cent poverty line, is 
it also true of the 40 per cent and 60 per cent 1 ine~=>, and 
how much difference would using these lines make to the 
composition of the poor? Rather than present a mass of data 
for each eqLliYi:'lle_nce scc:de and pove:.1rty line, we will 
concentrate on equivalence scale C for ttiis comparison, 
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looking at the composition of those und~r the tGrae poverty 
lines in Table 5. This shows sonie inte~esting differences 
betwee11 the three poverty lines. As the poverty line 
increases, the importance of one- and two-adult households 
among the poor rises and the percentage of houset,olds with 
children gener·ally falls. (This pattern is also evident for 
the other two equivalence scales.) However, it remains ·the 
case even at the 60 per cant poverty line that large 
households with children ar·a over-represented among the poor, 
while those with 2 adults and two children or less remain 
significantly underr·epresented .. 
So this analysis illustrates that useful conclusions can 
be reached even without agreement on a specific poverty line 
or on a set of equivalence scales. Focusing on the degree of 
poverty of the different household types, by concentrating on 
the poorest·- those under the 40 per cent line - we see that 
large families with children form a substantially higher 
proportion of this group than they do of the population as a 
whole. Tt1e categor·ies 2 adults wi·th 4 or more children, 3 and 
4 adults with children, and 'others with children' comprise 
~nly 25 per cent of all households in the sample but account 
for 42 per cent of the households below the 40 per cent 
poverty line, Two-adult families with only 2 children or less 
(including none) by contrast, form 37 per cent of all 
households but only 25 per cent of 'very poor' 
under the 40 par cent line, 
households 
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Composition of Hbuseholds in ~he 1980 HBS under 40 
per, 50 per cent and 60 per cent Povert~ Lines 
(Equivalence Scale. CJ 
-------------------------------------------------------------z tJf 'p<:>t,r' h(:)useh,)lds Relative Po~1 erty Line 
Housahold Typa 40% 50% 60 
1 adult 
~ ,. adults 
2 adults and l. child 
2 i..\.dult<.r:> and ,, ..:: eh i 1 dren 
2 adults .::1.nd 3 eh i l dren 
2 adult~;; and •l ot- more 
3 adults 
~ 
. ., l.·\dul tji,;. with chil.rfr"en 
4 adults 
4 adults with chi,ldren 
Others without children 
Others with children 
Total 
eh. 
17,9 
12.8 
2.8 
9. 4. 
6.6 
1.3. 5 
5.7 
10.3 
1. 8 
6.0 
1. 5 
11. 7 
100 
21. 4 
14.9 
2.7 
7.2 
7. 1 
12.9 
5.8 
10.0 
1. 6 
6. 1 
1. 7 
8.6 
100 
23. 1 
17.2 
2.3 
6.9 
7.3 
11. 7 
5. 1 
9.6 
1. 9 
5.6 
1. 4 
7.8 
100 
While the risk of poverty, particularly severe poverty, 
appears to be highest for large families with children, then, 
this is not to say that the problem is exclusively one of 
child poverty or of poverty among such households. T,,ble 
also shows that 40 per cent of the 'very poor' households 
have no children. Despite a relativaly low risk of povarty, 
sincs these households make up over half of all t,ouseholds, 
the proporticln poor still constitute a substantial element in 
pover"ty. 
We now turn to the incidence of poverty among persons 
rather than households in the 1980 HBS. 
3.2 Relative Poverty among Persons in the 1980 HBS 
In addition to calculating the number of households 
below given eqLtivalent income poverty lines, it is of obvious 
interest to quantify the number of people and proportion of 
the total population involved. This can be estimated from the 
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data provided by the CSO which shows not,only th• number of 
households of different types in the various disposable 
incon)e classes but also the average size of the t,ouseholds in 
each class. 0 (For some household types this is obviously 
already defined and fixed - one-adult households, for example 
- but this is not the case for five of the twelve categories 
used. ) 
Table 6 shows the estimated number of persons under each 
of the three poverty lines for each of the three equivalence 
These can be compared with the percentage of 
households under each line, sho~n in Table 3. For scale A the 
percentage of persons is higher than that of households for 
each line, while for· B the opposite is the case. For scale C, 
which for the reasons outlined abova is probably the most 
satisfactory of the three, there is little difference between 
the persons and households figures, the former being slightly 
higher. 
Relative Po~rerty among Persons in the 1980 JIBS 
7. of persons Relative Poverty Line 
----------------------------------------------------------·--
Equivalence scale 40% 50% 60% 
A 11. 1 20.2 31. 6 
B 9.5 17.5 27.8 
C 9. 1 16.9 28.0 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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Although the overall percentage of households and of 
parsons in poverty may not be very differ~nt, .obviously the 
distribution of poor persons over the various household type 
categorifils will be quite different to the underlying 
distribution of poor households, due to differences in the 
size of the households. Table 7 shows the distribution of 
persons under the 40 per cent, 50 per cent and 60 percent 
poverty lines among the different household types, using 
equivalence scale C. Compared with the proportions for the 
housaholds under each line (Table 5), a relatively low 
proportion of the poor parsons are in one or two adult 
households, whila a relatively high proportion are of course 
in the lawger households, not.ably the "2 adults with fow- or 
mere children'' category which contains about 22 per cent of 
Table 7: Distribution of PersiJns under Relative Po~1 erty 
Lines in the 1980 HBS by Household Type 
(equivalence scale c) 
z _E.!__eJ.l (.) r per;..;:::on$ f'(el at i ve Poverty /.in e 
----------
HoLtSE)he>l d type 4.0 :t. 50% 60:t. 
1 adult 4.6 5.6 6 ? . -
2 adults 6. {, 7.8 9.2 
~ 
.c adults <='1nd one child 2.2 2. 1 1. 8 
~ adl..11 t~s l::\nd ~ children 9.7 7 " 7.4 .c .,_ • CJ 
2 adults and 7 children 8. {, 9.4 9.8 .,.:, 
2 adults C:\nd 4 or more eh. 23.2 22.8 20.9 
3 adults 4.4 4.5 4. 1 
.,. 
·-
adult.,; with children 13.7 14.0 14. 1 
4 adults 1. 9 1. 7 2.0 
4 adults with children 10.0 1 o. 5 10.0 
Others without children 2. 1 .2.3 2.0 
Other·s with child,-en 13.0 11. 6 12. 4. 
Total 100 100 100 
--- . --.-----------.------------------------------- --
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all poor p£:n-·sor1s. 
persons over the hoLtsehold typ~::-=~ is not very di°'fft·?rent 
whether the 40 per cent, 50 per cent or 60 per cent povarty 
line is used. 
4. Relative Poverty in the 1973 HBS 
Turning to the results of the application of similar 
relative poverty lines to the 1973 HBS sample, the only other 
such national So1:"1ff\ple curr·ently c:.1.vc.,i 1(:-ible, rather than repeat 
al J. the material presented for 1980, we will focus on the 
changes between the two years and some int1::resti.11g 
differences in the patte~n revealed. Looking first at the 
ovarall extent of relative poverty in 1973, Table 8 shows the 
number of households and of persons under each of the three 
poverty lines for each of the three equivalence scales. 9 
Comparing the percentage of households below each line 
with the corresponding figures for 1980, shown in Table 3, we 
see that there was a considerable fall between 1973 arid 19EJO 
for each poverty line/equivalence sca].e. This f,!l.J. 
from 0.5 to 2.6 depending on the line used. Looking at 
persons in poverty, though, comparison with the 1980 figures 
in Table 6 reveals that the opposite is true: for al 1 the 
pover·ty line/equivalence scales combinations except one, the 
percentage of persons below the line rose between 1973 ,,nd 
1980, generally by about 0.4-0.8, 
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Table, 8: Relative Poverty <=1mor,~f rlou$el\old:..=. ar,d Per:..=:or,$ in 
the 197.3 1/BS 
------------------------------------------------.------------
Households RelatiLte Poverty Line 
------------------------------------------------·-------------
% of house,holds 
Equivalence Scale 
Persons 
A 
B 
C 
% of per-sons 
A 
B 
C 
40% 
1 <), 4 
11. C) 
9.9 
1 C>. 2 
9. () 
8.6 
50Y. 
19.2 
19.2 
18.3 
19.2 
16.7 
16. 4. 
60% 
30.3 
29.2 
28.3 
31. 1 
27.4 
27.0 
Obviously this contr·ast must be the product of a 
significant change in the size and composition of relatively 
low income t1ouset10Ids between the two years. This is ec:\si ly 
confir-med by the fact that wher-eas the aver-age number- of 
persons per household in the saniple as~ whole fell from 4.01 
ir, the 1973 sample to 3.72 in the 1980 sample, tt,s average 
size of 'poor' ~1ouseholcjs either rose or fell only marginally 
(depending on the poverty line L1sed) ~etweer, tt,e two years. 
The average size of the house~iolds under each poverty line 
ar-e shown in Table 9 for- both year-s, and for- both the 40 per-
cent and 50 per cent poverty lines tt1e average size of poor 
households rose no matter which equivalence scale is used. 
For the 60 per cent poverty line there was a small fall in 
average size for each of the equivalence scales. 
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household size for the three equivalence ecales: whe"n scale 
A is L.l!Lied, '1Joor' households are on average bigger· than when 
scale C is used which in turn is biggar than scale B, for 
each poverty line and in bath years (since scale A assumes 
larger households 'need' more income than scale c, etc.), It 
is also interesting that in 1973 the average size of poor 
households increases as the poverty line is raised fro~ 40 
per cent to 50 per cent and then 60 per cent, which was not 
the case for 1980. In 1980, as we have sesn, as the povet-t.y 
line was raised, the number of one- and two-adult households 
in poverty ros• markedly while the percentage of the poor 
made up by household with children fell, so average household 
size of the poor falls rathe~ than rises. In 1973, by 
co~1trast, as Table 10 shows, the proportion of ons-adult 
households amo~g the poor· falls as the flOVerty line rises, 
while that of '2 adults with 4 or more children', '3 adults 
with children', and '4 adults with children' 
bringing about tt,e rise in average household size. 10 
This; pattern ref l s1cts ':::>ome i mpor·t,,nt 
variations between the two years in the actual make-up of the 
poor at each poverty line. Comparing first the 'most poor', 
under the 40 per c~nt poverty line, Table 10 shows that in 
1973 one- and two-adult only households formed 46.4 per cent 
of all poor households (using equivalence scale C), while all 
households without children formed 57,7 per cent, In 1980, 
the corresponding figures (from Table 51 were 30,7 per cent 
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Ti:\ble 9: A~1era9e Size of lfr)LJ$eholds LJ,nder Each F:eJlati~1e 
Poverty Line 1 1973 and 1980 HBS 
------------------------------------------------.------------
Relative Poverty Line 
-------------------------------------------------------------
1'?7.3 
Equivalence Scale 
1980 
A 
B 
C 
A 
B 
C 
40'l. 
3.94 
3.27 
3.47 
4 .• 26 
:!, • 68 
3.85 
501. 60'l. 
4.01 4.12 
3.50 3.76 
3.60 3.83 
4.26 4.08 
3.58 3.64 
3.80 3.74 
-------------------------------~-----------------------------
and 39.7 per cent. This denotes a remarkable reduction in the 
importance of households without children, offset largely by 
an increase in the importance of 2-adult families with 2 or 
more children and 3 adults with children, among the poor. 10 
This contrast remains.valid, though less pronounced, at 
the 50 per cent poverty line. At the 60 per cent poverty 
line, though, the difference between the two years in the 
cclmpcsition of 'the poor' is much less, with those without 
children falling only from 53 per cent to 49 per cent of all 
poor households. The proportion of 2-adult households with 
two or three children has risen by 1980 and that of 2-adult 
households with no children and most of the larger household 
types, whether with or without children, has fallen, but the 
changes ara not dramatic. Those below the 60 per cent poverty 
line thus show the same general trend as those in the sample 
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as a whole, shown in Table· 1. (The fall Jn th,a proportion of 
larger households is not quite as pronounced, though; which 
explains why average household size among 'the poor' even 
using this line does not fall as rapidly as that in the 
Underlying these differences between the two years, and 
the varying pattern depending on which poverty line is used, 
are sonie very important changes in relative incomes. As noted 
in studies such as Roche (19841, the improvement in the 
pc:>~·d t. ion of those relying on iocial welfare pensions 
vis-a-vis other groups wds substantial. Between the two 
years, he estimates, the old age c9ntributory pension for a 
married couple rose by 247 per cent, while average take-home 
Table 10: Composition of Households in the 1973 HBS under 40 
per ce-t1 t, ,50 per cent "1nd C,(1 per ,;err t Pr.>~1er ty 
Lines (Equivalence Scale C) 
Z of 'poor' households Relative Poverty Line 
Housec,hol d Type 4-0Y. 50Y. 60Y. 
1 adult 29. 0 27.6 22.6 
~ 
k adul.tsa 17.4 l. 8. 1. 18.8 
2 adults and 1 child 3.2 2.7 3. () 
2 ac1ultc.; C:\f"ld 2 chilct,-en 2.6 2.5 ":i' l'"I ...:, . ..::. 
~ adults a.nd ~,:;; chilclrcm ~5. 8 3.5 3.8 
"· 
2 adL.11.ts and 4 or mar€il c: h. 9.3 1l.. 1 12.0 
3 -e'ldults 7.6 7.2 6.8 
3 C:ldul t.s wi. t.h children 7. 0 7.9 8.7 
4 adul t<.:i 2 .. () 2. (l 2.8 
4 adults with children 5.6 5.8 7. 1 
Otht:.~rs Wi thOLl't children 1. 7 1. 9 2. 1 
Others with children 1 o. 7 9.8 9. 1 
Total 100 1 (le) 100 
-------------------------------------------------------------
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pay in manLlfac:turing '(male) rose by 206 per c:ent."' For 
short-term social welfare payments, . basic rates· rose 
approximately in line with take-home pay but the introduc:tion 
of Pay-Related Benefit in 1974 would have inc:reased some 
receipts by more. Children's Allowances, however, 
by 125 per C(:1nt. All this produced a significant shift among 
the away frcJm pensioners and towards families 
with c:hildren, with those headed by an employed male assuming 
increasirig importance. 
While the data analysed here does not allow labour forc:e 
status to be taken into account, tha c:hanges in household 
composition alone are quite revealing about the increased 
importance of housaholds with c:hildren among the 'very poor', 
and therefore of 'child poverty', between the two years. Of 
,,l l households undar the 40 per c:ent poverty line in 1980 
(tising equivalence scale C), 60 par c:ant contained children, 
and thesa households c:ontained 80 per c:ent of all 'very poor' 
persons. T~1e corresponding figures for 1973 were only 42 per 
cent and 70 per cent respectively. The fact that the 60 per 
cent poverty line shows a much less stark contrast must 
indic:ate that while the position of, for e,,:ampla, social 
welfare pensioners has improvadl most are still in the bottom 
third of the distribution. The Lise of relative poverty lines 
aloMe has thus enabled us to pinpoint some critical 
of th• c:omposition of the poor and of the changes between 
1973 and 1980. 
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5. Conclusions \ 
Applying three different relative poverty lines ~ombined 
with three differe1,t sets of equivalence scales, leading to 
nine different poverty lines, the analysis has revealed that 
some valuable conclusions may none the less be reached· which 
apply across this entire range. Focusing first on 1980, the 
HBS data for that year showed, for example, that certain 
household types were consistently under- or over-represented 
among 'the poor', no matter which line was used. Those which 
formed a higher proportion of the households in poverty than 
of all households in the sample were the 2-adult households 
with only 2 or fewer children and tha larger households -
4 or more adults - without children. 
forming a higher proportion of the poor, 
Those consistently 
on the other hand, 
were the larger· households with children - 2 adults with 4 or 
more children and J or 4 adults with child~en. For the other 
household types, the assessment varied depending on the 
poverty lirie/equivalence scale used. 
Ir1 ter·ms of the 1973-1980 comparison, some unambiguous 
conclusions can also be reached. The number of houset,olds 
under eacl1 poverty line fell between tt1e two years. However, 
since tt,e average size of poor households did not show t~ie 
same substantial fall as that in the population as a whole, 
this was r\ot reflected in a similar reduction in the number 
of persons in poverty. For all but one of the nine poverty 
line/equivalence scale combinations, indeed, the number of 
persons in poverty actua~ly rose between the two years. This 
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the increasing importance ~f households with 
children among the poor. 
The results are also revealing in pointing to the areas 
where unambiguous conclusions cannot be react,ed, wher·e the 
precise location of tha poverty line or the equivalence scale 
used leads to different results. By using a range of 
l i nes/sc:2'.l es, the sensitivity of both the extent and the 
compos.;:l t ion of 'the poor' to these variations can be 
assei::>secl. As> fat'" as the three relative poverty lines are 
concerned, at 40 per cent, 
average disposable income, 
50 per cent and 60 per cent of 
the extent of measured poverty in 
1980 varies from about 9 per cent up to about 28 per cent, 
depending on which scale is used. These poverty lines and 
estimates encompass most of those whic~ hav~ been produced by 
studies of poverty in Ireland, and the results highlight the 
great sensitivity of the extent of measured poverty to the 
exact location of the poverty line chosen within this 
relatively narrow range. To illustrate.just how narrow this 
is' 1-adult household each of the three relative 
povarty lines is separated by only about £4-5 (in 1980 tarms) 
a week. 
The sensitivity of the measured extent of poverty to the 
equivalence scale used is not substantial, with a variation 
of at most about 10 per cent from lowest to highest in the 
number of households in poverty at each of the three relative 
pc>ve,· t y l. i. nes. The scale used does have a significant effect 
on the composition of the poor, though, with, for e>:ample, 
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the pr·c,pc:wtion of 1-adul t households varying fr·om 1/, per- cent 
to 28 per cent of those under the 50 per cant poverty line in 
1980, depending on which scale is used. Even so, if we hold 
the relative poverty line fi><ed, . soma useful 
conclusions about the composition of the poor at each level 
can be drawn, Concentrating on the 'very poor·, for e:< -i::1mp 1 e, 
those under the 40 per- cent poverty line, househcil ds with 
children account for a considerably higher proportion of poor 
households than of the total 1980 sample, no matter- which 
equivalence scale is used. This is particularly true of 
larger hous,,hrolds with children (taken to bE, 2 adu1ts and .,. ._, 
or- more children, 3 and 4 adults with children and 'others 
with children'), which account for between 46 per cent and 57 
per cent of households below that line depending on the scale 
used, but for only 32 per cent of all households. 
Allowing the relative poverty line to vary while holding 
the equivalence scale fixed, interesting differences in the 
compositiar, of t~e poor depending cln the lir1e chosen car, also 
be seen. Focusing on equivalence scale C, probably the most 
generally acceptable of the three, 
poverty line is raised, one- and two-adult housel1olds without 
children become progressively nior·e importarit, while lat·ger 
families with children farm a decreasing proportion of tHe 
poor. 
The application of purely relative poverty linas to 
Irish data presented in this paper has highlighted the fact 
that firm conclusions about, for e><ampla, whether poverty has 
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incn,ased from one year to another or ab-out the composition 
of 'the poor' in a given year are sometimes possibl·e even 
w~\en a range of both.poverty lines arid equivalence scales is 
allowed. It has also illustrated, however, that the eHtent of 
measured poverty is extreniely sensitive, at least in the 
Irish case but probably also more generally, 
poverty line specified. This is in itself an argument in 
favour of explicitly allowing for legitimate differences in 
the location of poverty lines in analysis and presentation of 
results~ 
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Footnotes , 
1. Thus it is average disposable income. in the sampl'e, not 
personal disposable income from the National Accounts as 
used by the OECD (1976) and Beckerman (1979), which is 
the basis for the relative poverty lines. 
2. Most of the published data from the HBS, either in the 
HBS reports themselves or in the reports on the 
tedistribLltion e:<ercises carried out by the CSO based on 
the HBS CCSO, 19SO, 1983), are class.;ifi,ad by direct 
(pre-transfer and pre-tax) er gross incomes rather than 
disposable income. The redistribution reports do show the 
distribution of all households by disposable income (see, 
for· ,1:-,amplE,, CSO (1980), T,,ble 111 but this does not 
allow households to be distinguished by size, so 
equivalent i~comes c~nnot be estimated. 
3. Children here, as in the HBS, are defined as under 14 
years of ,1ge. 
4. In practice, rather than converting the income boundaries 
of the ranges to an equivalent basis for each household 
type, it was more convenient to calculate different 
poverty lines for each household type, by multiplying the 
poverty line for a single adult by the relevant 
equivalence factor. The number of households under this 
nominal ·r~:\ther than eqLtivalt~nt income level was then 
estimated. 
5. Currently, the implicit equivalence scales in the UB 
rates provide additions of about 0.65 for an adult 
dependant and about 0.24 for children (varying with the 
number of children). The UA/SWA rates provide additions 
of 0.73 and 0.22-0.28, respectively, When Child Benefit 
is included, the additions for children rise to 0.30-0.34 
for UB and 0.32-0.39 fer UA/SWA. 
6. See RCDIW (19781, Appendix E. 
7. This is the case for 2 adults with four or more children, 
for 3 and 4 adults with children, and fo,· "others with 
c:hi. ldren". 
8. This is seen to be required, rather than merely the 
overall average size of each household type, because the 
data show that within a particular household type the 
average size varies significantly across income classes. 
9. These are estimated from material provided 
showing the distribution of households 
dispc,sable income cat~gories, for each of 
lloL1s,2hold types. 
by 
by 
the 
the CSO 
twenty 
twelve 
10, While 
scale 
SCc'll es • 
Table 
C, it 
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1 O i 11 ustrates this on'l y for equivalence 
is also true for the other two sets of 
1.1. See Roct1e, T"bl.e 3.2, p,39, The earnings figure, is 
average gross weekly earnings for a male in manufacturing 
industry J.cass iric:mne ta:< which wm.tld be paid by a married 
man, and less PRSI, 
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Appendix: Bias in the Calculation of Average Eq~ivalent 
Income from Aggregate Data. 
Section 2 of the paper highlighted the fact that the 
calculation of aver·age equivalent disposable income in the 
sample purely on the basis of aggregate data on total 
disposable income and the total number of equivalent units in 
the sample may result in a significant bias. In the case 
where equivalerit incomes tend to be lower for larger 
households, this bias will be in a downward direction, 
leading to lower relative poverty lines and numbers in 
poverty. This appendix shows ho~ this bias operates. 
Calculated from aggregate data, average equivalent 
income is 
N + Ap<M-N-Cl + Cp<Cl ( 1) 
whr,,re .SY, is total income i.n the sample, 
N is the total number of househcilds/household heads, 
Mis the total number of persons, 
C is the total number of children, 
AF is thEi 's,quival.ent factor' for additional ,1dult.s 
in the household, i.e., adults who are not household 
hei:\dS, 
and CF is the 'equivalent factor' for children. 
So the average equivalent income calculated in this way is 
total income divided by the total number of equivalent units 
in the SQmple, or 
(2) 
where F, = the equivalent factor for hOL\Sehol d i. 
The correct average equivalent household income in the 
sample, calculated from.micro-data on individual households, 
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is \ 
·- (3) 
where v. = income of household i 
and F. • the equivalent factor for household i, 
The difference which can arise between (2) and (3) may 
be illustrated by a simple example. Suppose there are only 
two households, one consisting of one adult and the other of 
t~o adults, each household having an income of £100. Total 
income in the 'sa.mp 1 e' is £200, the first household has an 
'equivalent factor' of 1 and the second has a factor of, say, 
1. 7. Average equivalent income calculated purely 
aggregate data as 
is then 200 
2.7 
f.7 4. 1 
from 
The true average calculated on the basis of the equivalent 
income of each household, however, is 
1 + 
.!..£2. J = 1. 7 £79.4 2 
In this example, as in our actual sample, the equivalent 
income of the larger household is lower than the overall 
This leads to the result that the bias in the 
aggregate calculation is in a downward direction. Where the 
opposite is tru•, on the other hand, if, for example, the 
income of our one-adult household was £50 and of the 2-adult 
household was £150, then average equivalent income calculated 
with aggregate data would be unchanged but the true average 
would be 
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1 f: + 15(8 = £69.1 \ 2 1.7 
The bias is thus in an upward direction, though this seems 
less likely to occur in practice. 
The aggregate calculation will not contain any bias only 
when either all households have identical equivalent incomes, 
or when by coincidence the biases in different directions 
happen to cancel each other out. 
Where full household micro-data is not available, 
average disposable income may be calculated as a weighted 
average of those for a number of different household 
size/composition categories, which is what was possible in 
the present paper. Clearly, where not all the household 
.size/composition types are covered as a separate category, 
some possibility of bias still remains. With twelve different 
categories, scope for bias is very much reduced: however, 
this is clearly an argument for maximising the number of 
categories available. 
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